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Abstract

When we design multi�agent systems for realis�
tic� worth�oriented environments� solving the co�
ordination problems they present involves under�
standing the intricate and sophisticated interplay
between the domain and the various system com�
ponents� In this paper� we examine this inter�
play using t�ms and the GPGP �Generalized
Partial Global Planning� approach as a tool for
quickly exploring multiple alternative organiza�
tions�coordination strategies� We illustrate the
�exibility of t�ms�style task structures for rep�
resenting interesting multi�criteria coordination
problems� and the use of a new grammar�based
generation tool to allow quicker task structure ex�
perimentation� Using Distributed Data Process�
ing as an example domain� we show how di	er�
ent coordination algorithms of varying sophisti�
cation give rise to subtle e	ects in functionally�
structured agent organizations with interrelation�
ships between functions� The experiments pre�
sented in our paper serve to illustrate our claim
about the generality and �exibility of the t�ms

representation for coordination problems and the
grammar�based generators for modeling domain
semantics and experimenting with di	erent as�
pects of such domains�

Introduction

It has often been observed in human organizations
that there is a strong e�ect of environmental fac�
tors such as dynamism and task uncertainty on
the necessary coordination actions taken by or�
ganization participants to produce organization�
ally acceptable outcomes �Lawrence � Lorsch ��
	�
Galbraith ��		� Stinchcombe ������ We and others
have often pointed out that this applies to purely
computational organizations as well �Fox �����
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Decker � Lesser ������ Therefore it is important
to develop tools and methodologies for�

� representing interesting� complex coordination
problems� By this we mean problems with dead�
lines� positive and negative interactions� and out�
come uncertainties� These problems are situ�
ated in worth�oriented domains �Rosenschein �
Zlotkin ���� with multiple decision criteria�

� building such representations fairly quickly� Oth�
erwise empirical studies become drawn�out exer�
cises in extensive� knowledge�intensive modeling�

� instantiating environment�speci�c coordination
mechanisms�

� meaningfully comparing system performance un�
der these di�erent mechanisms�

This paper will describe just such an approach�
starting with a brief review of our standard t�ms
task structure representation for complex multi�
agent coordination problems and a description of
a new graph�grammar�based stochastic task struc�
ture description language and generation tool�
Stochastic graph grammars are used to capture
the morphological regularities in a domain� Gram�
mars are augmented with attributes to capture ad�
ditional aspects of domain semantics� Using such
grammar�based generators� we model functionally�
structured agent organizations with interrelation�
ships between functions in the domain of dis�
tributed data processing� We simulate three
approaches to coordination of di�erent levels of
sophistication� no commitments� tacit a priori
commitments and dynamically generated commit�
ments� The results of conducting a number of ex�
periments led to insights about the required so�
phistication of coordination of such agent organi�
zations operating in resource limited and time con�
strained environments� More importantly� these ex�
periments serve to bolster our claim about the gen�
erality and �exibility of the t�ms representation
for coordination problems and the grammar�based
generators for modeling domain semantics and ex�
perimenting with di�erent aspects of such domains�



T�MS� Task Analysis� Environment
Modeling� and Simulation

The t�ms framework �Task Analysis� Environment
Modeling� and Simulation� �Decker � Lesser �����
Decker ����� represents coordination problems in
a formal� domain�independent way� In the simplest
terms� a t�ms model of a task environment spec�
i�es what actions are available to agents and how
those actions relate to one another and to the per�
formance of the system as a whole� We have used
it to represent coordination problems in distributed
sensor networks� hospital patient scheduling� air�
port resource management� distributed information
retrieval� pilot�s associate� local area network diag�
nosis� etc� �Decker ������ t�ms models problem�
solving activities of intelligent agents operating in
complex environments where�

� Responses to some tasks are required by speci�c
deadlines�

� The problem�solving environment involves a
worth�oriented domain �Rosenschein � Zlotkin
����� In a worth�oriented domain goals are en�
coded as functions that rate the acceptability of
states� and the agents strive for the best solu�
tion possible �but not necessarily an optimal so�
lution�� We use the term quality to refer to all
acceptability characteristics other than temporal
characteristics�

� Optimal performance on individual computa�
tional tasks may not be possible due to missing
or incomplete information� or lack of processing
time�

� Agents may concurrently contribute to the
achievement of multiple goals involving poten�
tially di�erent subsets of agents� The computa�
tional results from multiple agents may need to
be integrated to form a complete solution�

� Subproblems are interdependent� that is� cannot
be solved independently in isolation�

One implication of the deadline requirement is
that the representation must specify when there are
multiple ways to accomplish a goal that trade o�
the time to produce a result for the quality �accept�
ability� of the result� The possibility of incomplete
or missing information will� by necessity� lead to
agents working in a satis�cing mode in which prob�
lem solving is structured to operate e�ectively even
with missing information� For this reason� the rep�
resentation includes what we will call �soft� coordi�
nation relationships that de�ne the implications� in
terms of both result quality and computation du�
ration� of speci�c information arriving prior to the
start of the computational task� Additionally� the
e�ect of an agent�s activities may not be quanti��
able from a local perspective� instead it may need
to be measured from the perspective of how it con�
tributes to the solution of a high�level goal� Thus�

there needs to be a representation of how progress
towards the achievement of a goal occurs incremen�
tally as the result of multiple activities� Finally�
the representation of agent activity should allow
for the possibility that individual agent�s activities
contribute to di�erent and independent high�level
goals�

T�MS models

We will present a brief summary of the objective
�external environment� de�nition of t�ms models�
Interested readers will �nd many more details and
examples in �Decker ������ The following descrip�
tion is top�down� starting with the environment and
ending with what the agent perceives� Thus we do
not de�ne a coordination problem until the �nal
subsection� t�ms models are discrete state�based
models� where the state of all agents in the system
at time t � � is computed from their state at all
previous times�
An environment � is a generator function that

takes arbitrary set of parameters �including the
set of agents�� and produces episodes E� This is
done according to the generative model for the spe�
ci�c environment� this paper will discuss a new
grammar�based generator� An episode is a partic�
ular identi�able collection of problem instances�
later in this paper we will be looking at an episode
as a collection of problems that occur at a dis�
tributed data processing center over the course of
one full day�
We will now describe the objective task structure

of a problem�solving episode� An episode E con�
sists of a set of task groups T � E � hT�� T�� � � � � Tni�
Each task group has an arrival time Ar�T �� and a
deadline D�T �� A task group represents a set of
computationally related actions� A task group is
represented by a directed acyclic graph� The nodes
of the graph are called tasks T � One task is de�
noted the root task� and is usually simply indicated
by the symbol for the entire task group� T � Tasks
that have no children are called executable meth�
ods� or just methods M for short� Tasks that do
have children� but that are not the root task� are
straightforwardly called subtasks� The structure of
a task group is meant to re�ect the problem�s task
structure�
The edges of this graph form the subtask rela�

tionship� Task or task group quality at a given
time �Q�T� t�� is based on the subtask relation�
ship� This quality function is constructed recur�
sively� Formally� the subtask relationship is de�
�ned as subtask�T�T� Q�� where T is the set of all
direct subtasks of T and Q is a quality function
Q�T� t� � �tasks � times� �� �quality� that returns
the quality associated with T at time t� The quality
accrual semantics of a particular environment are
modeled by the appropriate choice of the quality
function Q �e�g�� minimum� maximum� summation�



or the arithmetic mean�� In particular� we will of�
ten write of the quality achieved at a task group at
time t� Q�T � t�� meaning the current quality at the
root task�

Executable methods represent domain actions�
like executing a blackboard knowledge source� run�
ning an instantiated plan� or executing a piece of
code with its data� Executable methods have sev�
eral functions de�ned on them� q�M� t� is the cur�
rent maximum quality that can be achieved by exe�
cuting M at time t for its duration d�M� t�� d�M� t�
is the current duration of method M at time t�
Progress�M� t� is the number of time units spent
executing M � The de�nitions of q�M� t�� d�M� t��
and Progress�M� t� are �xed by t�ms� Q�M� t� is
the quality at M at time t� This function is avail�
able for modeling a particular environment� but it
is constrained to obey the identity�

Q�M� t� � q�M� t�

if �Progress�M� t� � d�M� t�� � �Finish�M� � D�M��

�i�e� the quality is the maximum quality if the exe�
cutable method was completed before its deadline��

Any task T containing a method that starts ex�
ecuting before the execution of another method
M �nishes may potentially a�ect M �s execution
through a non�local e�ect e� We write this rela�
tion �a labeled arc in the task structure graph� as
nle�T�M� e� p�� p�� � � ��� where the p�s are parame�
ters speci�c to a class of e�ects� There are pre�
cisely two possible outcomes of the application of
a non�local e�ect on M under our model� dura�
tion e�ects where d�M� t� �duration� is changed
and quality e�ects where q�M� t� �maximum qual�
ity� is changed� An e�ect class e is thus a function
e�T�M� t� d� q� p�� p�� � � �� � �task�method � time �
duration � quality � parameter � � parameter  �
� � �� �� �duration� quality��
Each method has an initial maximum quality

q��M � and duration d��M � so we de�ne q�M� �� �
q��M � and d�M� �� � d��M �� If there is only
one non�local e�ect with M as a consequent
nle�T�M� e� p�� p�� � � ��� then �d�M� t��q�M� t�� �
e�T�M� t�d�M� t � ���q�M� t � ��� p�� p�� � � ��� If
there is more than one non�local e�ect� then the
e�ects are applied one after the other in an order
speci�ed in the model� We have de�ned at least
sixteen example non�local e�ects �Decker ������

We can de�ne a performance measure P�E� for
the system �or for an agent� that is a function of
the episode� The default is the sum of the task
group qualities �P�E� �

P
T �E

Q�T �D�T ���� We
can also de�ne a control function �alternately� a
�strategy�� decision rule� or control policy� for each
agent that given the agent�s current beliefs and the
time will return the action that the agent should
take at that time� One statement of a cooperative
coordinated control problem �similar in spirit to the
speci�cation of a team theory decision problem� is
then to �nd a set of such control functions� one

for each agent in an environment� so as to attempt
to maximize the expected performance measure for
the entire system of agents�

Grammar�based Task Structure

Generation

Decker and Lesser�Decker ����� Decker � Lesser
����� illustrate the importance of extensive em�
pirical studies in determining the role of di�erent
coordination algorithms in di�erent task environ�
ments� However� these studies relied on a weak
task environment generator where the experimenter
was limited to setting certain numerical parameters
like mean of the task structure depth or mean and
variance of the number of interrelationships in task
structures� This often gives rise to a wide range of
task structures and a huge variance in the types of
capabilities needed by the system to e�ectively han�
dle them� More importantly� it is unlikely that most
real applications involve an in�nite variety of task
structures� The domain semantics dictate and limit
morphology of the task structures� While there is
bound to be some randomness in these structures�
it is highly unlikely that the only regularity that
can be modeled in the task structure representa�
tions of a coordination problem instance are a few
parameters like its mean depth or branching fac�
tor� Below we introduce a graph grammar based
task structure speci�cation language that is pow�
erful enough to model the topological relationships
occurring in task structures representing many real
life applications� We �rst brie�y introduce graph
grammars �GGs� and our extensions to traditional
graph grammars to capture domain semantics be�
yond the topological relationships� We then show
how a data��ow model of data processing can be
captured by task structures and their grammatical
speci�cations�

Graph Grammars Graph grammars are a pow�
erful tool used in a number of domains�Mullins �
Rinderle ����� Nagl ��	�� to capture and charac�
terize the underlying structural regularities� They
o�er a structured way of describing topological re�
lationships between entities in a domain� Graph
grammars are fundamentally similar to string
grammars�Chomsky ��

� Nagl ��	�� with the dif�
ference lying in the productions� A graph produc�
tion is a triple p � �gl�gr�E� where gl is the subgraph
to be replaced �left hand side� and gr is the sub�
graph to be inserted in its place in the host graph�
E is the embedding transformation� A number of
schemes for graph grammar have been proposed
and the primary di�erences between them arise
from the di�erences in the embedding schemes�
Much of the traditional literature in graph gram�
mars does not deal with attribute valued nodes
and edges and stochastic productions� We need at�
tributes to capture a number of other aspects of



domain semantics in addition to the topological re�
lationships between entities� Stochasticity in the
productions adds more power to the modeling po�
tential of these grammars by capturing aspects of
uncertainty in the domain� Accordingly� we call our
grammars Attribute Stochastic Graph Grammars
�ASGGs��

Let a graph G � �V�E�� where V is the set
of vertices �also referred to as nodes� and E is
the set of edges� Nodes and edges can have la�
bels� An Attribute Stochastic Graph Grammar
is de�ned as a ��tuple h!n� An�!t� At�"� A�� S� P i
where the nonterminal node alphabet �!n�� the
terminal node alphabet �!t�� and the edge�label
alphabet�"� are �nite� non�empty� mutually dis�
joint sets� An� At� and A� are the respective sets of
attributes� S � !n is the start label �can be a node
or a graph� and P is a �nite nonempty set of graph
production rules�Sanfeliu � Fu ������ A graph pro�
duction is a �tuple pi � hgil � g

i
r� E

i� P r�pi�i where
P

Pr�pj� � � j �pj � P and g
j

l are isomorphic�
LetG� be a graph derived from S using P� Rewrit�

ing this graph involves what is called a LEARRE
method�Mullins � Rinderle ������ Locate a sub�
graph g� that is isomorphic to the lefthand side�
gil of production pi � P � establish the Embedding
Area in G�� Remove g� along with all the edges in�
cident on it� Replace g� with gir and Embed it to
the host graph G� � g�� Figure � shows a simple
example�

Embedding:
Connect node(C) to neighbors(A)
Connect node(C) to neighbors(B)
Connect node(D) to neighbors(B)

:=

A

B

C

D

A

B

e

f

e

f

C

D

Production

Rewrite

Figure �� Example of a Graph Grammar Rewriting

The rewriting stops when every node label is
in the terminal alphabet set !t and the resul�
tant graph is considered a member of the family
of graphs generated by the ASGG� For the sake of
expository clarity the example doesn�t deal with at�
tributes� Distributed data processing examples in
the next section will show instances of attributes�

Another extension to our de�nition of graph

grammars involves partial edges� A production em�
bedding can specify a link between a local label
and non�local label �in the host graph� that may
be non�existent at the time of the application of
the production� This �hanging� edge gets linked
if and when a node with the corresponding label
arises at a later time due to rewriting in the host
graph� If the termination graph is reached without
a node with the corresponding label� this hanging
edge is removed at that point�
ASGGs and Distributed Data Processing
Our example of a functional agent organization is
derived from the domain of distributed data pro�
cessing �DDP� that involves a number of geograph�
ically dispersed data processing centers �agents��
Each center is responsible for conducting certain
types of analysis tasks on streams of satellite data
arriving at its site� �routine analysis� that needs to
be performed on data coming in at regular intervals
during the day� high priority �crisis analysis� that
arises due to the stochastic occurrence of certain
events and �low priority analysis� that arises at the
beginning of the day with a probability� Low prior�
ity analysis involves performing specialized analysis
on speci�c archival data� Di�erent centers need to
perform di�erent kinds of tasks for a given type of
analysis� Di�erent types of analysis tasks have dif�
ferent priorities� A center should �rst attend to the
�crisis analysis tasks� and then perform �routine
tasks� on the data� Time permitting� it can han�
dle the low�priority tasks� The processing centers
have limited resources to conduct their analysis on
the incoming data and they have to do this within
certain deadlines� Results of processing data at a
center may need to be communicated to other cen�
ters due the interrelationships between the tasks
at these centers� For example� in order begin ana�
lyzing a particular stream of satellite data� a cen�
ter may need the results of a related analysis from
another center� The question that we considered
was whether appropriate coordination among cen�
ters could be provided by ��� a fairly simple data�
�ow driven coordination algorithm� by � � precom�
puted standard operating plans� or whether ��� a
more complex but time�consuming algorithm using
non�local commitments was necessary�

We used the GPGP approach�Decker � Lesser
����� Decker ����� to model these three di�erent
coordination algorithms of varying sophistication�
We �rst discuss how a data processing problem can
be represented as a t�ms task structure and how
ASGGs can be used to represent domain semantics
of a data processing problem� In the following dis�
cussion data processing center and agent are used
interchangeably�

Figure  a shows the data �ow representation of
an example DP problem� It consists of three tasks�
T�� T�� and T�� T� facilitates T�� and T� enables T��



�Facilitates� is a soft interrelationship which says
that if the results of processing task T� are available
at T� when it starts processing� then the duration
of the method for achieving T� is reduced and its
quality is increased� �Enables� is a hard interrela�
tionship that implies that the results of processing
T� must be available at T� before it can start pro�
cessing�

A t�ms representation of the same problem can
be seen in Figure  b� The leaves of the task struc�
ture show available methods for the tasks� Figure �
shows a graph grammar for this task structure� To
avoid cluttering� not all attributes are shown in the
�gure� There are a number of attributes like the
quality accrual function� termination time� earli�
est start time for tasks� and type� duration� qual�
ity� deadline� termination time� etc� for methods�
The quality and duration attributes of a method
are speci�ed as distributions representing certain
aspects of uncertainty in the underlying domains�
This feature of the grammar leads to a large va�
riety of semantically di�erent task structures but
their structural variety is limited by the graph pro�
ductions�

T3T2T1
F E

TG

and

or oror

M11 M33M32M31M22M21M13M12

T3

T2

T1

A3

A2

A1
F

E

a: Data flow b: TAEMS Task Structure

Figure  � Example of a Data Processing problem
and its T#MS representation

We modeled the DDP domain using three graph
grammars� each one generating task structures rep�
resenting the type of operations that need to be
performed on the incoming data� A grammar is
activated at regular intervals �representing arrival
times for data� with a probability corresponding
to its type� For example� the low priority task
structure grammar is activated with probability
�low priority tasks probability parameter� only if
the time is � �beginning of the day�� Achieving
all crisis tasks gets higher �nal quality than rou�
tine tasks and achieving routine tasks gets higher
quality than low priority tasks� The task deadlines
are basically determined by the policies at a center
and they represent the amount of processing time
available to a center to process the data it sees� Fig�
ure  shows the interrelationships of the three types
of processing tasks we investigated in the follow�
ing experiments� The tasks are distributed across
agents as shown by the rectangles demarcating the

:=

:=
Embed:
connect T1 to neighbors(S1)

:=

Embed:
connect T2 to neighbors(S2)

:=

Embed:
connect T3 to neighbors(S3)

Attributes:
Quality Accrual Fn : Max
Probability : 1.0

Agents(TG) :  Agents(S1) U
               Agents(S2) U
               Agents(S3)
Deadline(S1) = Deadline(S)

Attributes
Duration(M11) =
    Gaussian(Mean:70,Sd:5)
Quality(M11) =
    Gaussian(Mean:225,Sd:20)

s1

TG

s2 s3F E

s

M11 M12 M13

T1

s1

M21 M22

T2

s2

M31 M32 M33

T3

s3

Figure �� Example of a Graph Grammar Rewriting
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Figure � Data Processing Problems

Instantiating Environment�speci�c

Coordination Mechanisms

In order to bring to bear di�erent collections
of coordination mechanisms for di�erent multi�
agent problem�solving environments� we use the
Generalized Partial Global Planning �GPGP� ap�
proach�Decker � Lesser ����� Decker ������ The
GPGP approach consists of an extendable set of
modular coordination mechanisms� any subset or
all of which can be used in response to a partic�
ular task environment� This approach has several
unique features�

� Each mechanism is de�ned as a response to cer�
tain features in the current subjective task envi�
ronment� Each mechanism can be removed en�
tirely� or parameterized so that it is only active
for some portion of an episode� New mechanisms
can be easily de�ned�

� The GPGP coordination component works by
supplying information and constraints to the



local scheduler� and to other agent�s coordi�
nation components� The most common con�
straint is a commitment�Cohen � Levesque �����
Jennings ����� to achieve a certain level of qual�
ity at a task by a certain time� The empirical re�
sults in this paper were achieved using a $design�
to�time� soft real�time local scheduler developed
by Garvey �Garvey � Lesser ������

� GPGP is characterized by its use of commitments
as a powerful and �exible way to achieve domain
independent coordination among agents�

The coordination module in GPGP consists of
several coordination mechanisms� each of which no�
tices certain features in the task structures locally
known� and responds by taking certain communica�
tion or information gathering actions� or by propos�
ing new commitments� The coordination mod�
ule keeps track of local commitments and commit�
ments received from other agents� and chooses from
among multiple schedules if the local scheduler re�
turns multiple schedules�
The important point is that we can use the �ex�

ibility of the GPGP approach to easily introduce
new coordination mechanisms for di�erent environ�
ments� By using the t�ms�based simulator and
GPGP together� we can derive a better empirical
understanding of what the e�ect of di�erent coor�
dination mechanisms is on important performance
characteristics in a problem solving environment�
This gives us a powerful tool for posing and an�
swering questions about coordination and organi�
zation of multi�agent systems in complex environ�
ments� In the next section� we will use these tools
to explore the Distributed Data Processing envi�
ronment� Speci�cally we will be investigating the
e�ect of three coordination algorithms in this do�
main�

�� Data Flow Algorithm� An agent communicates
the result of performing a task to all the agents
and the other agents can exploit these results if
they still can� There are no commitments from
any agent to any other agent� In the case of facili�
tates interrelationships� the results need to arrive
before the start of the facilitated task� If a recip�
ient agent has a task that is enabled by the re�
sult� it can start executing it only after receiving
that result� In the GPGP approach� these char�
acteristics can be obtained by turning o� all co�
ordination relationship exploitation mechanisms�
turning on non�local view detection and commu�
nication of all results�

 � Modular�or dynamic�scheduling� represents the
other extreme where agents coordinate through
commitments and relevant results that are
committed to other agents are communicated�
Agents schedule dynamically trying to exploit
as best as possible the interdependencies among
tasks� The agents have the relevant non�local

view of the coordination problem� detect coor�
dination relationships� form commitments and
communicate the committed results�

�� Rough coordination is similar to modular but
commitments do not arise out of communica�
tion between agents� Each agent has an ap�
proximate idea of when the other agents com�
plete their tasks and communicate results based
on its past experience� �Rough commitments�
are a form of tacit social contract between agents
about the completion times of their tasks� How�
ever� it is unrealistic to expect the commitments
on low probability crisis tasks and low priority
tasks to follow such tacit a priori rough com�
mitments� So this coordination type uses rough
commitments for routine tasks but behaves just
like data �ow for the non�routine crisis and low
priority tasks� The agents have the relevant non�
local view of the coordination problem� detect
coordination relationships� but use rough com�
mitments for routine tasks and communicate the
committed results� It might be possible to view
rough commitments as precompiled social laws
�Shoham � Tennenholtz ��� ��

Experiments

We performed a series of experiments varying a
number of parameters in our model to see the e�ec�
tiveness of di�erent coordination mechanisms used
to manage the activities at di�erent centers� The
experiments reported below study the performance
of the three coordination algorithms discussed pre�
viously�

E�ect of Crisis Tasks

The probability of the centers seeing crisis tasks
was varied from � to ��� as shown in Table �� Each
cell in the table shows quality averaged over ���
runs at the particular parameter settings� Low pri�
ority tasks arrived with a probability of ��� and
the routine tasks were always seen at the time of
new arrivals� The deadline was �xed at �� time
units for these experiments� At lower values of cri�
sis tasks probability ���� and ���� � modular per�
formed better than both rough and data �ow �sig�
ni�cantly better using the Wilcoxon matched�pair
signed�ranks test at signi�cance level ������ How�
ever� as the probability increases rough and data
�ow algorithms perform signi�cantly better at crisis
tasks probability ���� This initially looked counter
intuitive to us but a closer examination of the runs
revealed the reasons� The commitment mechanisms
implemented as of now in GPGP are �one�way��
There are commitments from the predecessor end
of the interrelations to the agents at the successor
end but not the other way� For example� agent A�

commits to doing T� of the crisis task structure �see
Figure b� by a certain time and agent A� tries



to take this commitment into consideration while
scheduling for its crisis tasks� However� there are no
commitments from agent A� about the latest time
it needs the results of execution of task T� so that it
can schedule its methods� This results in Agent A�

trying to take advantage of commitments from A�

and in the process sometimes delaying execution of
its methods until it is too late for agent A� to ex�
ecute its methods enabled by the results from A��
These experiments lead us to an important general
observation that just being sophisticated may not
guarantee better performance of a coordination al�
gorithm� It has to be su%ciently and appropriately
sophisticated�in this case� commitments need to
�ow in both directions between predecessors and
successors� Otherwise� the coordination algorithm
may not only be wasteful in computation and com�
munication resources but it may also lead to inap�
propriate behavior�

Crisis TG Data Flow Modular Rough
Probability
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Table �� Average Quality for deadline ��

E�ect of Deadlines

We ran another set of experiments with deadline
being varied� The crisis tasks probability was set
to ��� and low priority tasks probability was set
to ���� New routine tasks were always seen at the
time of new data arrival� The results of these ex�
periments are shown in Table  where each cell in
the table shows quality averaged over ��� runs at
the particular parameter settings� Modular per�
formed signi�cantly better than the other two coor�
dination mechanisms at higher deadlines ����  ���
���� ����� However� much to our initial surprise� in�
creasing the deadline from �� time units to  �� led
to a decrease in average quality for both modular
and rough� This arises due certain subtle interac�
tions between the coordination mechanism and the
design�to�time scheduler� When the deadline is ��
time units� agent A� chooses lower quality meth�
ods that have lower durations for performing its
tasks� However� when the deadline increases to  ��
time units� it chooses higher quality methods for its
schedule of activities� However� since the agents are
coordinated using only predecessor commitments�
A� now delays its higher duration methods long
enough to adversely e�ect the ability of A� to ex�
ecute its enabled methods by not providing results
in time� As deadline time increases above  ��� it

can be seen that the average quality increases again
�more time is available for enabled methods in A�

to complete execution��

Deadline Data Flow Modular Rough
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Table  � Average Quality for for di�erent deadlines

Discussion

The actual results of these experiments are not as
important as the fact that the T#MS representa�
tion with a graph grammar based modeling frame�
work provides a �exible and powerful way to ex�
periment extensively and tease out subtle and in�
tricate interactions between the components of a
complex system� and between the domain and the
system� The importance of such studies� especially
for designers building complex systems� cannot be
overstated� Our own understanding of the GPGP
family of coordination algorithms �even after work�
ing with it for a number of years� has bene�ted
from such an exercise�
In addition to the experiments discussed above�

we have done a number of other experiments as
well� but we will not discuss them here because
of space� Following are some of the other insights
gleaned from these experiments�

� In our experiments� an agent cannot interrupt
the execution of a method once it has begun�
This leads to some severe performance lapses on
the part of the agent because it does not see task
structures for a long time after their arrival � until
it �nishes executing the present method� Based
on our observations� we hypothesize that inter�
ruptible method execution can lead to better per�
formances in this domain�

� If the agents can somehow anticipate the task
arrivals �for example� an expert may forecast the
arrival of tasks based on the activity of the past
few days and his or her past experience�� coordi�
nating for them up front can lead to performance
gains for the agents�

We are currently working to con�rm these hypothe�
ses�

Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated the use of representa�
tional� experimental� and methodological tools such



as T#MS and GPGP in understanding questions
of multi�agent organizational design� The use of
these tools facilitates easy and powerful exploration
of various coordination strategies for complex and
strategically useful domains� Important highlights
of our approach include the use of

� quantitative� hierarchical task structures as a
�exible mechanism for representing coordination
problems

� grammar�based generation techniques for captur�
ing a relevant �domain theory� for an environ�
ment without extensive knowledge engineering

� the generalized partial global planning approach
to constructing environment�centered collections
of coordination mechanisms�

Details about the t�ms representation and GPGP
can be found in �Decker � Lesser ����� �����
Decker ������

In particular� this paper also considered a par�
ticular problem� functionally organized Distributed
Data Processing �DDP� in some detail� We in�
vestigated the behavior of three di�erent coordi�
nation algorithms for a set of task structures in
DDP� We empirically demonstrated that the lack
of coordination mechanisms for exploiting the suc�
cessor side commitments in GPGP led to certain
�unexpected� behaviors for a particular set of data
processing tasks� However� the readers should be
warned against generalizing beyond the set of task
structures investigated� It is entirely conceivable
that a di�erent set of task structures� interrelated
in a di�erent way� can lead to wildly di�erent re�
sults� On the other hand� the tools provided herein
enable a designer to quickly and e�ectively model
these new task structures� perform controlled ex�
periments and determine the behavior of various
coordination algorithms in such di�erent environ�
ments�

In future� we would like to push this work
in a number of di�erent directions� Grammar�
based generators have been used to study situation�
speci�c learning of coordination algorithms and the
initial results have been promising� We would like
to further experiment with such learning in di�er�
ent computational environments� The present set
of experiments have made us painfully aware of the
lack of successor side coordination in GPGP� We
are working to include these mechanisms� In addi�
tion� the t�ms framework is being generalized to
explicitly represent uncertainty in quality and du�
ration� cost� and multiple outcomes�
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